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Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of planning the motion of a mobile robot with a limited sensory field-of-view in an unknown dynamic environment. In such a situation, the upper-bounded planning time prevents from computing a complete motion to the goal, partial motion planning is in order. Besides the presence of moving obstacles whose future behaviour is unknown precludes absolute motion safety (in the sense that no collision will ever take place whatever happens) is impossible to guarantee. The stance taken herein is to settle for a weaker level of motion safety called passive motion safety: it guarantees that, if a collision takes place, the robot will be at rest. The primary contribution of this paper is PASSPMP, a partial motion planner enforcing passive motion safety. PASSPMP periodically computes a passively safe partial trajectory designed to drive the robot towards its goal state. Passive motion safety is handled using a variant of the Inevitable Collision State (ICS) concept called Braking ICS, i.e. states such that, whatever the future braking trajectory of the robot, a collision occurs before it is at rest. Simulation results demonstrate how PASSPMP operates and handles limited sensory field-of-views, occlusions and moving obstacles with unknown future behaviour. More importantly, PASSPMP is provably passively safe.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the development of autonomous mobile robots is the key issue of several new applications from industry, public transportation to spatial and underwater exploration. Such applications take place in the real world where the term real world implies that:

1) The environment is dynamic and uncertain, it features fixed and moving obstacles whose future behaviour is unknown.

2) The robot has only a partial knowledge of its surroundings because of its sensory limitations.

In order to carry out its task successfully in such situations, an autonomous mobile robot should be able to navigate around while guaranteeing its safety and that of its environment. As of now, the constraints imposed on navigation in dynamic environments are clearly established. As per [1], they can be summarized as follows:

In a dynamic environment, one has a limited time to make a motion decision, one has to reason about the future evolution of the environment and do so with an appropriate lookahead.

From a motion safety point of view now, the presence of moving obstacles whose future behaviour is unknown precludes absolute motion safety (in the sense that no collision will ever take place whatever happens) is impossible to guarantee [2]. To address that issue, authors such as [3] have advocated the introduction of weaker levels of motion safety level arguing that it is better to guarantee less than to guarantee nothing. It is precisely the position we took in [4] where it was settled for a motion safety level called passive motion safety that guarantees that, if a collision takes place, the robot will be at rest. [4] introduced a navigation scheme called PASSAVOID for mobile robots with limited field-of-views placed in unknown dynamic environments. PASSAVOID is reactive in nature, it operates with a given time step and its purpose is to compute the control that will be applied to the robot at the next time step. [4] formally establishes that PASSAVOID is provably passively safe.

This paper builds upon [4] and presents an extension of PASSAVOID called PASSPMP. PASSPMP operates according to the Partial Motion Planning (PMP) principle that was introduced in [5]. PMP is motion planning sheme that fulfills the constraints imposed by dynamic environments (limited decision time), and attempts to bridge the gap between reactive approaches (that computes the control to apply at the next time step) and deliberative motion planning approaches (that seeks to compute a complete motion to the goal). At each cycle, PMP expands a search tree rooted at the current state of the robot and when the time available is over, PMP extracts from the tree the best partial motion towards the goal computed so far. The process is repeated until the goal is reached. PASSPMP is based upon the Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) algorithm [6]. PASSPMP can handle limited field-of-views, occlusions and unknown future behavior of the obstacles. Because, it is PMP-based, PASSPMP has more insights than PASSAVOID. However, similarly to PASSAVOID, PASSPMP is provably passively safe.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, an overview of the most relevant works is presented. Section III explains the passive motion safety concept that must be guaranteed by PASSPMP which is later described in Section IV. Finally, the simulation results are given in Section V.

II. RELATED WORKS

Motion safety have been analyzed thanks to the Inevitable Collision States (ICS) concept developed in [7]. An ICS is a state for which, no matter what the future trajectory of the robot is, a collision eventually occurs. The key to motion safety is clearly to stay away from ICS. However characterizing the ICS set corresponding to a given current situation is
in general challenging since it requires information about the future evolution of the environment with a possibly infinite lookahead. In light of the ICS concept, it appears that, although the robotics literature is rich in works concerned with collision avoidance and safe navigation, most of them do not offer an explicit formulation of the safety guarantee they provide or the conditions under which they must operate [8]. Among them, the most interesting are those that acknowledge the difficulty of getting a meaningful characterization of the ICS set in real-world situation. To cope with that issue, these approaches relies upon a relaxation of the ICS concept: they seek to guarantee that the robot can only be in states where it is possible to execute an evasive trajectory, e.g. a braking manoeuvre for a car or a circling manoeuvre for a plane. Example of this kind of approaches can be found in [9], [5], [10], [11].

In order to address the uncertainty that prevails in the real-world, in particular the uncertainty concerning the future behaviour of the moving obstacles, probabilistic version of the ICS concept have been proposed, e.g. [12] and [13]. Such approaches are interesting but they do not allow strict motion safety guarantee, they allow instead to minimize the risk.

Concerning sensory limitations, there are only a few research works taking them into account. For instance, the occlusion problem, i.e. the existence of regions that are hidden by other obstacles, is addressed in a coarse manner in [14] and in a more principled manner in [15]. The occlusion and the limited field-of-view problems are addressed in [7] and [16]. [7] addresses the case of a mobile robot moving in a static environment; its approach is general andICS-based. While [16] considers dynamic environments, it does so primarily with a path-velocity decomposition perspective [17].

PASSPMP, the contribution of this paper is an extension of PASSAVOID [4], PASSPMP deals with limited field-of-views, occlusions and unknown future behavior of the obstacles. Because, it is PMP-based, PASSPMP is not purely reactive, it has more insights. However, similarly to PASSAVOID, PASSPMP is provably passively safe.

III. PASSIVE MOTION SAFETY

Generally, absolute motion safety is impossible to guarantee in dynamic environments given the unknown future behavior of moving objects and with a robot having a limited field-of-view (presence of occlusions, unseen objects, etc.). These harsh constraints impose an alternative solution which is to settle for weaker level of motion safety by guaranteeing at least, if a collision takes place the robot will be at rest. This form of motion safety is dubbed passive motion safety.

Introducing this level of motion safety gives a relaxation to the original ICS concept of [7] namely the braking ICS concept introduced in [4]. A braking ICS (denoted ICS<sup>b</sup>) is a state for which no matter what the future trajectory of the robot is, a collision takes place before the robot is at rest. With duality to passive motion safety concept, a state which is braking ICS-free is passively safe (p-safe).

In [4], an efficient Braking ICS-Checker (called ICS<sup>b</sup>-CHECK) was designed, it checks whether a given state trajectory is braking ICS or not (i.e. p-safe or not) for a given model of the future. This algorithm is used in the passively safe planner (PASSPMP) (presented in §IV) guaranteeing the generation of p-safe partial trajectories.

However, Braking ICS is defined given an appropriate look-ahead (time horizon) because motion safety guarantee requires to reason about the future evolution of the environment. For absolute motion safety, the lookahead is infinite which is impossible to verify unless the environment is a priori known. But for passive motion safety a finite lookahead called time horizon should be set.

If T<sub>h</sub> is a valid lookahead, then computing ICS<sup>b</sup> requires to consider the model of the future up to this time.

This notion of lookahead will step in PASSPMP cycles, where an updated model of the future is required.

IV. PASSIVELY SAFE PLANNING

In this paper, the aim is to build a passively safe trajectory from an initial state to a given goal, verifying both safety criterion and best convergence towards the goal. The proposed method uses a replanning process that interleaves planning with execution so that the robot may compute partial plans leading to a passively active partial motion planner. This planner is designed for a mobile robot A with a limited field-of-view placed in an unknown dynamic environment. A’s motion is governed by differential equations of the form:

\[ \dot{s} = f(s, u) \]  

where \( s \in S \) is the state of \( A \), \( \dot{s} \) its time derivative and \( u \in U \) a control. \( S \) and \( U \) are respectively the state space and the control space of \( A \).

This planner aims to drive \( A \) from its initial position until it reaches the goal guaranteeing passive motion safety no matter what happens in the environment. In other words, it guarantees two conditions:

1. If a collision takes place, it is guaranteed that \( A \) will be at rest when it occurs (passive safety).
2. \( A \) chooses the optimal trajectory to reach the goal.

To summarize, our purpose is to design a passively safe navigation scheme based on a PMP and guaranteeing passive safety. To do so, a number of points must be verified:

- Kinematic and dynamic constraints of the robot.
- Reasoning about the future.
- React for a time horizon.
- Passive safety guarantee (based on ICS<sup>b</sup>-CHECK).
- Drive \( A \) to the goal.

A. Partial Motion Planning (PMP) Principle

Robot navigation requires the interleaving of sensing, decision-making and execution. In an unknown and dynamic environment, it is necessary to continuously sense the environment and regularly update the model upon which navigational decisions are made. Likewise, the decision-making module must be called frequently and has a finite
time to decide what to do next. In our case, this decision-making module is based upon a partial motion planner. Instead of global motion planners that compute a complete trajectory to the goal, PMP computes partial trajectories. The set of these trajectories drives the robot to the goal. Irrespective of how the decision-making module works, the bottom line is that a trajectory must be available at each decision-making cycle.

The timeline of the decision-making process of \( \mathcal{A} \) is illustrated in Fig. 1. At time \( t_0 \), \( \mathcal{A} \) is in state \( s_0 \), it is currently executing a trajectory \( \Pi_1 \) that will drive it to the state \( s_1 \) at time \( t_1 \), the next cycle time. Let \( \mathcal{W}(t_0) \) denotes the world model which is available at time \( t_0 \). During the time interval \([t_0, t_1]\), the decision-making module has to compute the trajectory \( \Pi_1 \) that will be executed during the next cycle time \([t_1, t_2]\). At time \( t_1 \), the process is repeated based on \( \mathcal{W}(t_1) \), the updated model of the environment, and so forth.

From a passive motion safety perspective, the braking ICS concept brings to light two things: the first one is that, it is not sufficient to consider that all the trajectories \( \Pi_i \) are collision-free; they must be braking ICS-free meaning that, at each time instant, \( \mathcal{A} \) must always be in a state which is not a braking ICS (if a collision occurs, the robot is at rest). The second one is that, braking ICS-ness is always defined wrt the used world model (in particular the model of the future).

Regarding PMP process above, it should be noted that \( \Pi_1 \) is computed using the world model \( \mathcal{W}(t_0) \). It can be computed so as to be braking ICS-free but if at time \( t_1 \) (when the updated world model \( \mathcal{W}(t_1) \) is available), \( s_2 \) turns out to be a braking ICS wrt \( \mathcal{W}(t_1) \), collision occurs. This remark highlights the fact that reasoning about the future evolution of the environment is critical when it comes to motion safety in dynamic environments. Therefore, reasoning about a limited time horizon (lookahead) \( (T_h) \) during which safety is guaranteed, is required. In this case, the world model \( \mathcal{W}(t_0) \) will be valid during the time interval \([t_0, t_1] \cup [t_1, T_h] \) (with \( T_h > t_2 \)). Consequently, it is always guaranteed that \( s_2 \) is braking ICS-free. Introducing this notion of passive motion safety in PMP process leads to the new version PASSPMP, described in next section.

**B. Passively Safe PMP (PASSPMP)**

PASSPMP is a partial motion planner that operates within a given time cycle \( \delta_{cycle} \). During this time, a p-safe partial trajectory is computed. It verifies two conditions: (1) corresponding states must be p-safe (i.e. ICS\(-b\)-free) and (2) convergence towards the desired goal. This trajectory has an execution time duration \( \delta_e \). However, only the part corresponding to the duration \( \delta_{cycle} \) is executed because at the end of each cycle a new computed partial trajectory is available (see Fig. 2). \( \delta_{cycle} \) should be set carefully in a way that passive safety still always guaranteed. The planning cycle has to return a decision within a bounded time, which depends upon the current model of the environment (model of the future). It is the minimum time to collision named decision time \( \delta_d \). Thus, the time cycle must be always lower than this decision time:

\[
\delta_{cycle} < \delta_d \quad (2)
\]

Assuming that \( \mathcal{A} \) is equipped with range sensors such as laser telemeters or range cameras, it can only perceive a subset of the workspace \( WS \); this subset is \( \mathcal{A} \)'s field-of-view; its shape is arbitrary and its range is \( 360° \). It represents the region of \( WS \) which is free of objects at the sensing time while the remaining regions of \( WS \) represent the space where there might be objects that can be fixed or moving, seen or unseen. Motion safety requires reasoning about the future motion of the objects in the environment. As it is assumed that \( \mathcal{A} \) cannot distinguish between fixed and moving objects (every object observed is treated as a potentially moving object) and that it has no information about their future behavior, the model of the future used herein is conservative: given an upper-bound on the velocity of the objects, every point in the region outside the field-of-view is modeled as a disc that grows as time passes, i.e. a cone in spacetime.

However, as time passes the region of \( WS \) occupied by this growing discs grows too. This is why, the model of the future may be valid up to a finite time; hence an appropriate time horizon \( (T_h) \) should be set.

The braking ICS concept considers braking trajectories \( \tilde{u}_b \)
of finite duration $t_b$, with $t_b$ the braking time of $\dot{u}_b$ (braking trajectory definition is given in [4]). $t_b$ is the ratio of the robot’s linear velocity and its maximum linear acceleration. For an arbitrary subset $\mathcal{E}$ of the whole set of possible braking trajectories, a finite time horizon $T_h$ exists:

$$T_h = \max_{\tilde{u}_b \in \mathcal{E}} \{ t_b \} \quad \text{(3)}$$

For motion safety guarantee, it suffices to consider the model of the future up to time $T_h$. This time denotes how far into the future, objects behavior has been modeled and predicted.

As the executed trajectory during the current PASSPMP’s cycle is based on the previous PASSPMP’s cycle result, the decision time $\delta_d$ cannot exceed the time horizon (otherwise $\mathcal{A}$ would run out of a valid plan for the next execution cycle). However, there is no lower bound for the decision time, it depends on the complexity of the motion planning exploration itself. In fact, we set:

$$\delta_d << T_h \quad \text{(4)}$$

Besides, to guarantee that the executed trajectory is still valid, the following condition must be verified:

$$\delta_d + \delta_e \leq T_h \quad \text{(5)}$$

where $\delta_e$ is the execution time. As a conclusion, PASSPMP cycle set as a fixed period of time in order to regularly get an update of the environment. Given equations 2 and 5, and knowing that the world model $\mathcal{W}$ is valid during the time interval $[t_k, t_{k+1}] \cup [t_{k+1}, T_h]$ (with $T_h > t_{k+2}$ and $T_h > 2\delta_{cycle}$), the following condition could be set to guarantee passive motion safety:

$$\delta_{cycle} < \min(\delta_d, \frac{1}{2} T_h) \quad \text{(6)}$$

This condition guarantees that the time horizon is still valid for both trajectory planning and execution.

All the above conditions are important for safety guarantee in the PASSPMP process. However, guarantying passive motion safety requires proving that a collision will never occur while $\mathcal{A}$ is moving. Thus, it must be proved that, at each time cycle PASSPMP would always find a partial trajectory that is p-safe. To that end, some properties are required and henceforth introduced in what follow. Let first define what is a p-safe state.

**Def. 1 (P-Safe State):** A state $s_0$ is passively safe or p-safe (it is not a braking ICS) if it exists at least one braking trajectory $\tilde{u}_b$ starting at $s_0$ which is collision-free until $\mathcal{A}$ stops.

**Property 1 (P-Safe trajectory):** For a given state trajectory $\Pi$ between $s_0$ and $s_j$, if (1) the state trajectory between $s_0$ and $s_j$ is collision-free (with respect to the conservative model of the future) and (2) $s_j$ is p-safe, then the states belonging to $\Pi$ are p-safe, therefore, $\Pi$ is p-safe.

**Proof:** At first, we define a state $s_i$, with $0 < i < j$ belonging to a state trajectory between $s_0$ and $s_j$. Let assume that: (1) $s_2$ is p-safe, i.e. it exists at least one braking trajectory starting at $s_2$ which is collision-free until $\mathcal{A}$ has stopped. (2) $s_1$ is not p-safe, i.e. whatever existing braking trajectories, collision occurs (no collision-free braking trajectory).

However, as the state trajectory between $s_0$ and $s_j$ is collision-free and there exists a braking trajectory for the state $s_2$, starting from $s_1$, $\mathcal{A}$ can brake down without a collision occurs. Therefore, $s_1$ is p-safe: contradiction with (2).

**Property 2 (Passive Safety Guarantee):** If the state $s_0$ is p-safe then there exists at least one p-safe state trajectory that drives $\mathcal{A}$ through states that are also p-safe.

**Proof:** According to definition 1, if $s_0$ is p-safe then there exists at least one braking trajectory $\tilde{u}_b$ (between $s_0$ and $s_j$ which is collision-free until $\mathcal{A}$ stops. At the state $s_j$, $\mathcal{A}$ is at rest then $s_j$ is p-safe. Applying property 1, since the braking trajectory $\tilde{u}_b$ is collision-free and $s_j$ is p-safe, $\tilde{u}_b$ is henceforth p-safe and every state of this trajectory is also p-safe. Let $\tilde{u}_b$ is a special case of possible trajectories, then it is proved that there exists a p-safe trajectory.

Property 2 allows designing a version of PASSPMP that is passively safe i.e. at each planning cycle, it is guaranteed that PASSPMP can plan a p-safe partial trajectory to be executed in next cycle. It is an iterative process, repeated until $\mathcal{A}$ reaches its goal.

Algorithm 1 describes PASSPMP behavior in a $k$ cycle.

**Algorithm 1 PASSPMP.**

**Input:** Model of the future $\mathcal{W}(t_k, T_h)$, goal $s_g$, partial trajectory $\Pi_k$ to execute.

**Output:** The selected partial trajectory $\Pi_{k+1}$ to execute in cycle $k+1$.

1. $\text{TREE=EXPLORE\_STATE\_TIME}(\mathcal{W}(t_k, T_h), s_{k+1})$; // Explore the state time space of $\mathcal{A}$, $t \in [t_{k+1}, t_{k+2}]
2. \Pi_{k+1}=\text{SELECT\_BEST\_PTRAJ(TREE,} s_g)$; //Select the best partial trajectory.

Algorithm 1 takes as input the model of the future $\mathcal{W}(t_k, T_h)$ which is available at time $t_k$ and valid up to time $T_h$ (i.e. sufficient to plan the partial trajectory $\Pi_{k+1}$ during the current cycle $k$ and to execute it during the next cycle $k+1$). The algorithm takes also as input the goal to reach, and the partial trajectory computed in the previous cycle $k-1$ to be executed during the current cycle. PASSPMP algorithm operates by first exploring the state time space of $\mathcal{A}$ (with $t \in [t_{k+1}, t_{k+2}]$) through the function EXPLORE\_STATE\_TIME (line #1 of the algorithm). To do so, a diffusion technique is used, by extending a tree rooted at the state $s(t_{k+1})$ (with $t_{k+1} = t_k + \delta_{cycle}$). For reason of simplicity and facility of adaptation to a partial concept, the adopted technique is inspired from RRT proposed in [6]. As passive safety must be a criterion in trajectories selection, the state time space is explored using what we called p-safe RRT (which is detailed below). During this
step, the set of partial trajectories are computed and then
defined with respect to passive safety guarantee (based on
ICS\(^b\)-CHECK algorithm [4]). In step \#2 of the algorithm,
the function SELECT\_BEST\_PTRAJ selects the best partial
trajectory verifying passive safety criterion and convergence
towards the goal.

The algorithm is repeated iteratively until reaching the
goal \((s_g)\).

1) \textit{p-safe RRT:} In order to explore different possible
trajectories, a tree is grown in the state space of
\(\mathcal{A}\) using RRT [6], where nodes represent robot states
that are related with trajectory primitives. In PASSPMP
concept, the expansion is done passively safe, hence the
new version of RRT algorithm namely p-safe RRT algo-

Algorithm 2 p-safe RRT algorithm.
Input: Model of the future \(W(t_k, T_h)\), \(s_{k+1}\) (from \(\Pi_k\)),
\(\delta_{cycle}\) (with \(\delta_{cycle} < \min(\delta_d, T_h/2)\)), initialize the tree:
\(\text{TREE} = \{s_0, ..., s_m\} \cup \{\delta \Pi_0, ..., \delta \Pi_{m-1}\}\)
(corresponding set of nodes and set of trajectory primitivess).

Output: TREE.
1: while \(\tau < \delta_{cycle}\) do
2: //set of tree nodes
3: for \(i=0\) to \(m\) do
4: //Select the control space sampling set \(U\)
5: Sample \(U \sim U = \{u_1 \ldots u_n\}\)
6: For all \(u_j \in U\) do
7: \( (s_{new}, \delta \Pi_{new}) \leftarrow \text{EXPANSION\_WITH\_SAFETY\_CHECK}(s_i, u_j, W, \text{TREE}); \)
8: end
9: if \(s_{new} = \emptyset\) then
10: \(\text{GENERATE\_BRAKING\_TRAJ}();\)
11: end
12: end for
13: return TREE
14: end while
15:
16: Procedure EXPANSION\_WITH\_SAFETY\_CHECK
\((s_i, u_j, W, \text{TREE})\)
17: //Check p-safety
18: \(\delta \Pi_{new} \leftarrow \text{GENERATE\_TRAJ\_PRIM}(s_i, u_j)\)
19: //\(\delta \Pi_{new} = \{s_i, \ldots, s_f\}\)
20: \(s_{new} = s_f;\)
21: if \(\text{BRAKING\_ICS\_CHECK}(s_{new}, W) = \text{False}\) then
22: \(//s_{new}\) is p-safe
23: if \(\delta \Pi_{new}\) is collision-free then
24: \(\text{TREE} = \text{TREE} \cup s_{new};\)
25: \(\text{TREE} = \text{TREE} \cup \delta \Pi_{new};\)
26: return \(s_{new}, \delta \Pi_{new}\)
27: end if
28: end if
29: EndProcedure

which p-safe partial trajectory (between \(s_{k+1}\) and \(s_{k+2}\))
could be selected, a weighted cost function is computed. It
is expressed as follows:

\[
f_g(s_{k+2}) = w_d \|s_{k+2} - s_g\| + w_t \Delta T_{\Pi} \]

(7)
The function \(f_g\) determines the best partial trajectory \(\Pi_{k+1}
\textit{i.e.}\) the optimal in distance and in time with respect to
the goal. It depends on the Euclidean distance between the
trajectory final state \((s_{k+2})\) and the goal state \((s_g)\) associated
to a distance weighting factor \(w_d\) (minimizing distance to
the goal). Besides, this function depends on the trajectory
cumulative time \((\Delta T_{\Pi})\) associated to a time cost weighting
factor \(w_t\) (minimizing time to the goal).

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
To demonstrate and validate PASSPMP’s passive motion
safety, it has been implemented and tested in simulation on
a scenario handling moving obstacles with unknown future behavior, for a mobile robot with a limited field-of-view. The partial motion can be described as a concatenation of several geometrical primitives.

The model of $\mathcal{A}$ is that of a standard car-like vehicle with two fixed rear wheels and two orientable front wheels. A state of $\mathcal{A}$ is a 5-tuple $s = (x, y, \theta, v, \xi)$ with $(x, y)$ the coordinates of the rear axle midpoint, $\theta$ the orientation of $\mathcal{A}$, $v$ the linear velocity of $\mathcal{A}$, and $\xi$ the orientation of the front wheels (steering angle). A control of $\mathcal{A}$ is a couple $u = (u_\alpha, u_\xi)$ with $u_\alpha$ the linear acceleration of the rear wheels and $u_\xi$ the steering angle velocity. Let $L$ denote the wheelbase of $\mathcal{A}$. The motion of $\mathcal{A}$ is governed by the following differential equations:

$$\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{x} \\
\dot{y} \\
\dot{\theta} \\
\dot{v} \\
\dot{\xi}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
v \cos \theta \\
v \sin \theta \\
v \tan \xi / L \\
0 \\
0
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
1 \\
0
\end{bmatrix} u_\alpha + \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
1
\end{bmatrix} u_\xi$$

(8)

with $|v| \leq v_{\text{max}}$, $|\xi| \leq \xi_{\text{max}}$, $|u_\alpha| \leq u_{\alpha_{\text{max}}}$ and $|u_\xi| \leq u_{\xi_{\text{max}}}$.

Simulation scenario features 22 objects moving arbitrarily in a 2D workspace. Their motion is unaffected by the other objects.

Fig. 3a shows an example of p-safe RRT construction for the first PASSPMP cycle. The tree is extended through the set of controls defined by a constant maximum linear acceleration $u_\alpha = u_{\alpha_{\text{max}}}$ and a constant steering angle velocity $|u_\xi| \leq u_{\xi_{\text{max}}}$ (namely, the control sets: $[u_\alpha, -u_\xi], [u_\alpha, 0], [u_\alpha, u_\xi]$). It is checked for passive motion safety using ICS$^9$-CHECK algorithm (line #7 of algorithm 2). As illustrated in Fig. 3a, trajectory primitives represented in blue are p-safe, while those represented in cyan are not p-safe. The tree is extended in a way that each node is extended with at least one p-safe trajectory primitive. In case of no p-safe trajectory primitive is found, the node is extended with a collision free braking trajectory (lines #9 and #10 of algorithm 2) to guarantee that the robot stops before collision occurs (passive motion safety guarantee). Hence, among a set of possible braking trajectories, 21 in this example, (represented in black), the selected braking trajectory is the one that is collision-free and closest to the goal (represented in magenta). During a planning cycle, the best partial trajectory is selected given the two conditions: (1) Passive motion safety of the partial trajectory and (2) the optimal both in distance and in time with respect to the goal (line #2 of algorithm 1). In case of the grown tree of Fig. 3a, the selected partial trajectory is represented in green (see Fig. 3b). To reach the goal in a passively safe manner, PASSPMP drives the robot following a set of concatenated partial trajectories (computed at different cycles). Fig. 4 shows grown trees along PASSPMP cycles until $\mathcal{A}$ reaches the goal.

The obtained results are also illustrated in a short film provided as a multimedia attachment to this paper. The corresponding velocity evolution of $\mathcal{A}$ is depicted in Fig. 5, where $\mathcal{A}$ exhibits the following behavior:
1) A increases its velocity until it reaches the maximum value. PASSPMP keeps A moving in p-safe manner (no collision occurs).
2) at the end of the first cycle, even if A could move without risk of collision, it gradually reduces its velocity (until \( v = 14 \text{m/s} \)). This is due to the limited field-of-view of A: as unseen objects are considered (the presence possibility of an object forces A to brake down until it stops in order to keep A in p-safe state (if collision occurs A will be at rest).
3) at next cycle, a new plan is considered using a new update of the world model. A stops reducing its velocity and rises it again until the maximum value and maintains it. Once again it brake down (passive motion guarantee) until \( v \approx 3 \text{m/s} \) (always due to the limited field-of-view consideration).
4) during the last cycle, A reaches the goal. It selects a collision-free braking trajectory that drives A to the closest state to the goal with a zero velocity (A stops) (see Fig. 4).

![Fig. 5: Velocity profile of A.](image)

In the course of several runs, these experiments have demonstrated the capability of PASSPMP to drive the robot to a predefined goal when enforcing passive motion safety.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has addressed the problem of planning the motion of a mobile robot with a limited sensory field-of-view in an unknown dynamic environment. A passively safe motion planner called PASSPMP has been presented: it is a partial motion planner enforcing passive motion safety. PASSPMP periodically computes a passively safe partial trajectory designed to drive the robot towards its goal state. Passive motion safety is enforced thanks to a variant of the Inevitable Collision State (ICS) concept called Braking ICS, i.e. states such that, whatever the future braking trajectory of the robot, a collision occurs before it is at rest. Simulation results have demonstrated how PASSPMP operates and handles limited sensory field-of-views, occlusions and moving obstacles with unknown future behaviour. PASSPMP works better than PASSAVOID, its purely reactive counterpart that was presented in [4] however the analysis of the convergence towards the goal of PASSAVOID remains to be done. It could also be interesting to explore more sophisticated levels of motion safety such as the passive friendly motion safety mentioned in [3]: it guarantees that, if a collision takes place, the robot will be at rest and the colliding object could have the time to stop or avoid the collision (if it wants to).
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